8th of July 2013, Athens
Το: VIDEOHOLICA 2013
6TH [OUT OF FOCUS!]
Varna, Bulgaria
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Gruppo Sinestetico (Sassu Antonio) Breda 01’40’’ (IT)
Michael Langan & Terah Maher Choros 12’57’’ (US)
Panagiotis Tomaras Memory tapes 11’22’’ (GR)
Neno Belchev Sectral Promenade 03’54’’ (BG)
Azahara Cerezo Slopes 04’37’’ (ES)
Christos Dimolikas CalocoAlchemy 04’56’’ (GR)
Anna Beata Barańska Recycle 03’19’’ (PL)
Grigoris Myrgiotis Orbit 14’33’’ (GR)

Total duration: 55’18’’

Athens Video Art Festival is an International Festival of Digital Arts and New Media
held annually in Athens, Greece. Since 2005 the Festival has been attended by over
100.000 visitors and has attracted more than 8.500 artists from 58 countries to
submit 14.500 works.
In Athens Video Art Festival are being presented different types of artistic
expressions and mediums. Video art is an art form with communicative,
educational and entertainment characteristics.
Beyond the common optical frames of communication and functionality, such as
the depictions on television, on computer or the physical windows, video art
assumes the role to reflect on the trends of modern times. Issues related to
collectivism, consumerism, homogeneity of everyday life, human development,
communication and perception are formed depictions in response to our present,
and committed reviews of the past and statements for the future.
Abstracted forms constructed either with digital mediums or through fragments
and close up of physical states, personal and collective narratives which are
milestones for modern society and additional subjective considerations for the
present are formed this year’s video art programme.
Frames and sounds travel around the globe, contributing to spatiotemporal
compositions of modern society with the aim of representation and description.

In VIDEOHOLICA 2013 are going to be presented artworks formed with the
medium of video art by artists all over the world.
Yours sincerely,
Multitrab Productions
Urban non-profit organization

Eirini Olympiou
Video art curator
mobile
telefone
fax
email
website
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+30 693 60 80 884
+30 210 32 30 005
+30 210 32 30 009
eirini@athensvideoartfestival.gr
www.athensvideoartfestival.gr

